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Abstract. The novel octilinear routing paradigm (X-architecture) in VLSI design requires new approaches for the construction of Steiner trees. In this paper, we consider
two versions of the shortest octilinear Steiner tree problem for a given point set K of
terminals in the plane: (1) a version in the presence of hard octilinear obstacles, and (2)
a version with rectangular soft obstacles.
The interior of hard obstacles has to be avoided completely by the Steiner tree. In
contrast, the Steiner tree is allowed to run over soft obstacles. But if the Steiner tree
intersects some soft obstacle, then no connected component of the induced subtree may
be longer than a given fixed length L. This kind of length restriction is motivated by its
application in VLSI design where a large Steiner tree requires the insertion of buffers
(or inverters) which must not be placed on top of obstacles.
For both problem types, we provide reductions to the Steiner tree problem in graphs of
polynomial size with the following approximation guarantees.
Our main results are (1) a 2–approximation of the octilinear Steiner tree problem in the
presence of hard rectilinear or octilinear obstacles which can be computed in O(n log 2 n)
time, where n denotes the number of obstacle vertices plus the number of terminals, (2)
a (2 + ε)–approximation of the octilinear Steiner tree problem in the presence of soft
rectangular obstacles which runs in O(n3 ) time, and (3) a polynomial time (1.55 + ε)–
approximation of the octilinear Steiner tree problem in the presence of soft rectangular
obstacles.
Keywords: approximation algorithms, computational geometry, octilinear Steiner trees,
obstacles, VLSI design
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Introduction

Background and motivation. Octilinear routing is a novel routing paradigm in VLSI design,
the so-called X-architecture [X], which has recently been introduced. In addition to vertical and
horizontal wires, octilinear routing allows wiring in 45- and 135-degree directions. Compared
to traditional and state-of-the-art rectilinear (Manhattan) routing, such a technology promises
clear advantages in wire length but also in via reduction. As a consequence a significant chip
performance improvement and power reduction can be obtained (with estimations being in
the range of 10% to 20% improvement) [Tei02,CCK+ 03,PWZ04]. To enable such a technology,
novel algorithmic approaches for the construction of octilinear Steiner trees are needed.
?

An extended abstract of this paper appears in Proceedings of the 10th Scandinavian Workshop on
Algorithm Theory (SWAT 2006), LNCS 4059, pp. 242-254, 2006, Springer.
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An octilinear Steiner tree is a tree that interconnects a set of points (terminals) in the
plane with minimum length such that every line segment uses one of the four given orientations. Even more general routing architectures are obtained if a fixed set of uniformly oriented
directions is allowed. For an integer parameter λ ≥ 2, consecutive orientations are separated
by a fixed angle of π/λ. A λ-geometry is a routing environment in which every line segment
uses one of the given orientations. Manhattan routing can then be seen as the special case
λ = 2 and the X-architecture (octilinear routing) as the case λ = 4. In this paper we focus on
the octilinear case (although most of our results can be generalized to arbitrary λ ≥ 2). We
study approximation algorithms for the octilinear Steiner tree problem with different types of
obstacles.
Hard and soft obstacles. In VLSI design preplaced macros or other circuits are obstacles.
Throughout this paper, an obstacle is a connected region in the plane bounded by a simple
polygon such that all obstacle edges lie within the 4–geometry (octilinear obstacle). If all
boundary edges of an obstacle are rectilinear, we call such an obstacle a rectilinear obstacle.
For a given set of obstacles O we require that the obstacles be disjoint, except for possibly a
finite number of common points. By ∂O we denote the boundary of an obstacle O. In practice,
obstacles can be assumed to be axis-parallel rectangles.
An obstacle which prohibits wiring and therefore has to be avoided completely will be referred to as a hard obstacle. Due to the availability of several routing layers, most obstacles
usually do not block wires, but it is impossible to place a buffer (or inverter) on top of an
obstacle. A large Steiner tree requires the insertion of buffers (or inverters) in such a way
that no induced subtree without any buffers becomes too large. This application in VLSI design motivates and translates into our model of soft obstacles. In this case the Steiner tree
is allowed to run over obstacles; however, if we intersect the Steiner tree with some obstacle,
then no connected component of the induced subtree may be longer than a given fixed length L.
Related work. The rectilinear and the Euclidean Steiner tree problem have been shown to
be NP-Hard in [GJ77] and [GGJ77], respectively. Quite recently, we have been able to prove
that the octilinear Steiner tree problem is also NP-hard in the strong sense [MS05].
Most previous work on the octilinear Steiner tree problem considered the problem without
obstacles. Exact approaches to the octilinear Steiner tree problem have been developed by
Nielsen, Winter and Zachariasen [NWZ02] and Coulston [Cou03]. Nielsen et al. report the
exact solution to a large instance with 10000 terminals within two days of computation time.
For rectilinear Steiner tree problems for point sets in the plane, the most successful approaches are based on transformations to the related Steiner tree problem in graphs. Given a
connected graph G = (V, E), a length function `, and a set of terminals K ⊆ V , a Steiner tree
is a tree which contains all vertices of K and is a subgraph of G. A Steiner tree T is a Steiner
minimum tree of G if the length of T is minimum among all Steiner trees. An implementation by Althaus, Polzin and Daneshmand [APD03] is the currently strongest available exact
approach for both the Steiner tree problem in graphs and the rectilinear Steiner tree problem. The best available approximation guarantee for the Steiner problem in general graphs is
α = 1 + ln23 ≈ 1.55, obtained by Robins and Zelikovsky [RZ00].
Unfortunately, in the octilinear case, the only known transformation to the Steiner tree
O(n)
problem in graphs is based on a generalization of the Hanan-grid and requires O(n2
) many
vertices [DH92,LS96,LX00]. Hence, this transformation is not polynomial. Müller-Hannemann
and Schulze [MS05] recently constructed a graph of size O(n2 /ε2 ) which contains for every
ε > 0 a (1 + ε)-approximation for the case without obstacles and with hard obstacles.
We would like to point out that the well-known approximation schemes of Arora [Aro98] and
Mitchell [Mit99] are only applicable to the octilinear Steiner tree problem without obstacles,
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but it seems to be unknown whether polynomial time approximation schemes are possible. For
the octilinear Steiner tree problem without obstacles heuristics have been proposed by Kahng
et al. [KMZ03] and Zhu et al. [ZZJ+ 04].
Müller-Hannemann and Peyer [MP03] showed that the rectilinear Steiner tree problem in
the presence of soft obstacles can be 2-approximated in O(n2 log n) time, where n denotes the
number of terminals plus the number of obstacle vertices. They also presented a (1.55 + ε)approximation for rectangular obstacles. In this paper we generalize these result to the octilinear Steiner tree problem. However, it will turn out that the problem becomes substantially
more complicated and requires novel techniques both in design and analysis. We are not aware
of any other exact approaches or heuristics in the presence of obstacles.
Our methodology. We provide transformations from the octilinear Steiner tree problem in the
plane with obstacles to the Steiner tree problem in graphs which contain approximate solutions.
To achieve a 2–approximation our aim is to construct a path preserving graph, i.e., a graph which
contains a shortest octilinear path between any pair of terminals. With respect to obstacles,
the graph should only contain feasible paths and only feasible Steiner trees. (Note that for
soft obstacles the latter does not follow from the feasibility of all paths.) These properties
ensure that any approximation algorithm based on this graph for the Steiner tree problem will
produce a feasible Steiner tree. In particular, we may use Mehlhorn’s [Meh88] implementation
of a minimum spanning tree based approximation which runs in time O(m+n log n) on a graph
with n nodes and m edges. This approach yields a 2–approximation, and we can show that the
analysis is asymptotically tight.
Heading for a good running time, our secondary goal is to construct small path preserving graphs. Shortest paths in the presence of polygonal obstacles have already been studied
intensively. See the surveys of Mitchell [Mit00] and Lee, Yang, and Wong [LYW96]. Our construction of small path preserving graphs generalizes techniques in previous work of Wu et
al. [WWSW87] and Clarkson et al. [CKV87].
To achieve a (1 + ε)-approximation we develop a different technique. A Steiner tree is a
full Steiner tree if all its terminals are leaves. Any Steiner tree can be decomposed into its full
components. A t-restricted Steiner tree is a Steiner tree where all full components have at most
t terminals. The boundary of each obstacle is discretized by auxiliary vertices with a distance
of at most ∆ between neighboring vertices. (We show that ∆ can be chosen so that we obtain a
polynomial number of auxiliary vertices and still achieve the desired accuracy.) Inside obstacles,
we approximate an optimal tree with the help of t-restricted Steiner trees for some constant
t. Each of these trees respects the length restriction L for the obstacle. Outside obstacles,
a grid-like graph through the terminals and obstacle vertices is refined by additional lines so
that it contains a sufficiently close approximation. These ideas will be made precise in Section 4.
Our contribution. We summarize the main results of this paper:
– There is a 2–approximation of the octilinear Steiner tree problem in the presence of hard
octilinear obstacles which can be computed in O(n log 2 n) time, where n denotes the number
of obstacle vertices plus the number of terminals.
– For any integer k, we obtain a (2 + k1 )–approximation which runs in O(k 2 n3 ) time for the
octilinear Steiner tree problem with soft rectangular obstacles.
– We can show that our analysis of the minimum spanning tree heuristic is tight by constructing a class of instances for which our approximation algorithm asymptotically achieves a
performance guarantee of 2.
– We construct a graph of polynomial size which contains a (1 + ε)-approximation of the octilinear Steiner tree problem with rectangular soft obstacles. Hence, the currently strongest
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approximation guarantee by Robins and Zelikovsky for the Steiner tree problem in graphs
implies a (1.55 + ε)-approximation for this problem. This matches the best known guarantees for the rectilinear case [MP03].
Overview. The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
how to construct shortest path preserving graphs for hard obstacles of size O(n log n). The more
complicated construction of shortest paths for soft obstacles will be explained in Section 3. Our
main result is presented in Section 4, where we show how to construct a graph of polynomial
size which contains a (1 + ε)-approximation for rectangular soft obstacles. Finally, we conclude
with a short summary and suggestions for future work.

2

Octilinear Shortest Paths Amidst Hard Obstacles

Throughout this section, let K be a set of points (terminals) in the plane and O be a set of
octilinear obstacles. Denote by VO the set of obstacle vertices. Let n = |K| + |VO |. In this
section we will show how to construct shortest path preserving graphs.
Octilinear track graphs. As a first step we construct a path preserving graph based on
visibility. Our construction may be viewed as a generalization of that of Wu et al. [WWSW87],
which was designed for rectilinear polygons and rectilinear paths. To simplify our discussion we
add to our scene a bounding box containing all obstacles and all terminals. Clearly all desired
paths will run within this bounding box.
A track tr generated by a point t and an orientation is a line segment that starts at t and
ends when it first hits an obstacle edge or the bounding box. The generated endpoints of tracks
are called track-induced Steiner points.
For each terminal t and each feasible orientation we construct a track in both directions
from t. Similarly, we introduce tracks for each convex obstacle vertex v. More precisely, if
e1 = (v1 , v) and e2 = (v, v2 ) are polygon edges incident with v in clockwise order of the
polygon, denote by r1 the ray in direction from v1 to v, and by r2 the ray in direction from
v2 to v. We construct a track generated by v for all feasible directions which do neither go
through the interior of the obstacle nor through the interior of the sector spanned by ray r 1
and r2 in counter-clockwise order. See Fig. 1. The intersections among all tracks and their
endpoints are made the vertices of the track graph. The edges are the track segments between
the intersections. The construction is completed by adding edges connecting two consecutive
track-induced Steiner points or polygon vertices along the boundary of each obstacle. The
length of an edge in the track graph is simply the octilinear distance between its endpoints.
See the middle part of Fig. 1 for a small example which illustrates this construction. The track
graph consists of O(n) many tracks which induce O(n2 ) many vertices and edges.
For rectilinear paths it is possible to restrict the track construction to so-called extreme
edges [WWSW87]. An obstacle edge is extreme if its two adjacent edges lie on the same side
of the line containing the edge. Note that such a reduction is not possible for octilinear paths.
Sparser path-preserving graphs. To improve upon the quadratic space bound of the track
graph we use an idea of Clarkson et al. [CKV87] and adapt their approach to the octilinear
case. We construct a sparser path-preserving graph G = (V, E) as follows. The vertex set is
constructed in two rounds. In the first round, we create V1 as the union of
1. the set of all terminals K,
2. the set of all obstacle vertices VO , and
3. the set of track-induced Steiner points for tracks induced by K and VO .
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the graph construction. Left: The tracks around a convex vertex v of some
obstacle. There is no track inside the shaded area. Middle: The track graph for an instance with three
terminals (black dots) and two hard octilinear obstacles. Right: The first vertical cut line construction.

With respect to V1 we create the set V2 recursively by adding more Steiner points along vertical,
horizontal and diagonal so-called cut lines. We explain the construction for vertical cut lines.
A vertical cut line is placed at the median of the x-coordinates of all vertices. Vertices in V 1
generate projection points on the line. Projections are performed in all feasible orientations
so that we may get up to three projections points on the line for each vertex in V 1 (in the
rectilinear setting, Clarkson et al. need to project only orthogonally onto the cut line). Two
points are mutually visible to each other if the straight line segment between them contains
no obstacle point in its interior. All those projection points on a cut line which are visible
from some inducing point in V1 are put into a vertex set V2 . Moreover, we add the intersection
points of the cut line with obstacle vertices to V2 . The following edges are inserted into E. Two
consecutive Steiner points on the line are connected by an edge if these points are visible to
each other. We also add edges from each vertex in V1 to its corresponding projection points.
This procedure is repeated recursively with the vertices respectively on the left and right
sides of the cut line. The union of all these vertices yields V = V1 ∪ V2 . See Fig. 1 for a vertical
cut line on the highest level. There are O(log n) many levels of recursion, and in each level
we will create O(n) many vertices and edges. This gives in total O(n log n) vertices and edges.
Finally, for each obstacle we have edges between consecutive vertices from V on its boundary.
Correctness of the construction. We now present the proof that the graph G has the
desired properties.
Theorem 2.1. For any two vertices from K the constructed graph G contains a shortest octilinear path.
The validity of this theorem is based on the following three lemmas. A segment S of a
path P is a subpath with the property that all its edges have the same orientation. Hence, any
path can be thought of as composed by a sequence of inclusion-maximal segments, i.e. longest
subpaths with the same orientation.
Lemma 2.2. The track graph contains a shortest octilinear path for any two vertices from K.
Proof. For arbitrary s, t ∈ K choose a shortest octilinear path P which has the fewest number
k of inclusion-maximal segments which do not lie in the track graph. Note that k is finite
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S1

S

S2
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Fig. 2. If the segments meet at 45◦ , 90◦ (a) or S1 and S2 meet s at 135◦ and have different orientations
(b) and all segments do not lie on the boundary of an obstacle, we can shorten the path (denoted by
dashed lines). If S1 and S2 have the same orientation, we can slide S towards u.

since all obstacle edges lie in the 4-geometry. (If obstacle edges were allowed to have arbitrary
orientations this statement would become invalid.) If k = 0, the path is completely contained in
the track graph and the lemma holds. So assume k > 0. Hence, there is an inclusion-maximal
segment S which does not lie on the track graph. Denote by v and w the endpoints of S.
Clearly, neither v nor w are in K as all valid orientations through points of K are represented
in the track graph. This implies that S is adjacent to an inclusion-maximal segment S1 ⊂ P
through v and to an inclusion-maximal segment S2 ⊂ P through w. Now consider the possible
angles between S1 and S and S and S2 , respectively. We first note that neither of these angles
can be 45◦ nor 90◦ as otherwise P would not be a shortest path in 4-geometry. Such angles
between segments of shortest paths can only occur if both segments are incident with obstacle
edges. This in turn would imply that both segments lie on the track graph. See Fig. 2.
The case that both angles have 135◦ and S1 and S2 have different orientations can be
excluded quite similarly. Either we can shorten P by sliding segment S in the direction of S1
and S2 , or an obstacle vertex incident with S would prevent us from doing so. Both possibilities
lead to contradictions.
The only remaining case is that both angles have 135◦ and S1 and S2 have the same
orientation. We now modify our path P without changing its length such that it contains one
segment less not lying in the track graph.
Denote by u the second endpoint of S2 and let Q be the parallelogram spanned by S and
S2 . We modify P by sliding segment S towards u until it either hits a track line inside Q or
u itself. This modification leads to a feasible path since as soon as we hit an obstacle, we also
hit a track line.
Note that u is either a terminal, or their must be a further segment S3 of P through u
which is parallel to S. If the moved segment hits a track line, the path has the same number of
segments, but one less which does not lie on the track graph. Otherwise, the parallel segments
S and S3 now form a single inclusion-maximal segment. This contradicts the minimality of k.
2
Lemma 2.3. For any two vertices p, q ∈ K there is a shortest octilinear path (in the plane,
not restricted to G) which visits a sequence of vertices p = v0 , v1 , v2 , . . . , vk = q from V1 and
for each two subsequent vertices vi and vi+1 , i = 0, . . . , k − 1, these vertices are connected as
short as possible in 4-geometry (i.e. with the same distance as if there were no obstacles).
Proof. Let p, q ∈ K be an arbitrary pair of terminals. By Lemma 2.2, the track graph contains
a shortest path from p to q. Among all shortest paths choose P as one with the maximum
number of vertices from V1 . If P is chosen in such a way, then we claim that every inclusionmaximal segment of P is incident to a vertex from V1 . We prove this by induction on the
number of inclusion-maximal segments which are not incident to a vertex from V1 . Assume
that S is an inclusion-maximal segment of P not incident to a vertex from V1 . This implies
that S is adjacent to an inclusion-maximal segment S1 ⊆ P and an inclusion-maximal segment
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Fig. 3. We slide the segment S until it hits an obstacle or an endpoint of S1 or S2 , respectively.
q

q

q
qg

Q

Q

Q
P

P
p
1

p

p

g
Case 1

p

p

g

g
Case 3 (no blockages)

Fig. 4. Illustration of the situation in Lemma 2.4.

S2 ⊆ P . If an angle between S1 and S or between S2 and S has either 45◦ or 90◦ , both segments
must lie on the boundary of a rectangle, since otherwise the path P would not be a shortest
path in 4-geometry. But if the segments lie on the boundary of a rectangle, S1 and S or S2 and
S, respectively, meet at a common endpoint which is a vertex of an obstacle. This contradicts
our assumption that no point of S belongs to V1 . The same holds if S1 and S2 both meet S at
an angle of 135◦ and S1 and S2 have different orientations. The only remaining case is that S1
and S2 meet S with an angle of 135◦ and both segments S1 and S2 have the same orientation.
We can slide the segment S until it hits an obstacle or an endpoint of S1 or S2 , respectively.
If S hits an obstacle, the segment that hits the obstacle is now incident to a vertex from V 1 .
See Fig. 3. If S hits an endpoint of S1 or S2 , then S is now either incident to a vertex from
V1 or we have one segment less that is not incident to a vertex from V1 . This contradicts the
minimality of segments which are not incident to a vertex from V1 .
Hence, for any two consecutive vertices from V1 on P , the path bends at most once, and if
it does bend, the corresponding angle is 135◦ . But then the distance between these vertices in
P is the same as in 4-geometry.
2
Lemma 2.4. Let p and q be two vertices of V1 such that some shortest octilinear path between
p and q in the track graph does not contain any other vertex of V 1 . Then the graph G contains
a path from p to q of minimum length in 4-geometry.
Proof. If two points vi and vi+1 lie on a common diagonal, the shortest octilinear path between
them is unique. Otherwise, we may assume that we have the following situation.
Let p and q two points in the plane with px < qx and py + qx − px < qy . Assume that
a shortest octilinear path P from p to q goes through the parallelogram Q spanned by p,
r = (qx , py + qx − px ) and q, and is x- and y-monotone. In other words: P requires no detours
and consists of an alternating sequence of diagonal and vertical segments.
We use induction on the number k of vertices inside Q. (If k = 0, the claim trivially holds.)
Let g be the vertical cut line which separates p and q.
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Case 1: p is not projected in north-eastern diagonal orientation onto g.
This can only happen if some obstacle blocks the view from p to g in this direction. But
then there must be some vertex p1 ∈ V which lies left from g, below the path P within the
parallelogram Q. Choose p1 so that it has smallest x-coordinate and among all vertices with
smallest x-coordinate largest y-coordinate.
Now we can modify P so that it runs through p1 and maintains its optimal octilinear length.
After this modification the subpaths from p to q1 and from q1 to q contain a shortest path by
induction.
Case 2: q is not projected in south-western diagonal orientation onto g.
This case is mirror-symmetric to Case 1.
Case 3: Both p and q are projected in positive diagonal orientation onto g.
Let pg and qg be the projections. If the vertical line from pg to qg is nowhere blocked, the claim
holds. Otherwise, there must be again some vertex p1 in Q which either lies below P and left
from g or above P and right from g. Assume without loss of generality that we are in the first
alternative. We choose p1 as in Case 1 and proceed exactly in the same way by induction. 2
Lemma 2.5. Given a set of terminals and a set of octilinear obstacles with n vertices in total,
there is a graph with O(n log n) vertices and edges which contains for every pair of terminals
a shortest octilinear path.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, for any pair of vertices p, q ∈ K, there is a shortest octilinear path P in
the plane which visits a sequence of points corresponding to vertices p = v0 , v1 , v2 , . . . , vk = q
from V1 . Any two consecutive vertices vi and vi+1 are connected in P as short as possible in
4-geometry for i = 0, . . . , k − 1. By Lemma 2.4, the graph G contains a path from v i to vi+1
of the same length as in 4-geometry for i = 0, . . . , k − 1. This implies that G also contains a
shortest path for the whole sequence of vertices from p to q.
The size of the graph has already been analyzed when we described its construction.
2
By Lemma 2.5, we can apply Mehlhorn’s implementation of the spanning tree heuristic to
a graph with O(n log n) vertices and edges. This immediately implies the following theorem.
Theorem 2.6. There is a 2-approximation of the octilinear Steiner tree problem with hard
octilinear obstacles. Such an approximation can be computed in O(n log 2 n) time.
Proof. The ordering of the vertices on each cut line can be determined via sorting in O(n log 2 n).
The visibility relations among the vertices can be determined in O(n log 2 n) time using a sweep
line algorithm. So the graph G can be constructed in O(n log 2 n). If we apply Mehlhorn’s
algorithm of the spanning tree heuristic to the graph G with O(n log n) vertices and edges, we
have a 2-approximation that can be computed in O(n log 2 n) time.
2

3

Soft Obstacles

For soft obstacles we introduce length restrictions for those portions of a tree T which run over
obstacles. Namely, for a given parameter L ∈ R+
0 we require the following for each obstacle
O ∈ O and for each strictly interior connected component TO of (T ∩ O) \ ∂O: the length `(TO )
of such a component must not be longer than the given length restriction L. Note that the intersection of a Steiner minimum tree with an obstacle may consist of more than one connected
component and that our length restriction applies individually for each connected component.
For ease of exposition, we restrict our presentation of soft obstacles to (axis-parallel) rectangular obstacles. Generalizations to rectilinear and octilinear soft obstacles are possible and do
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Fig. 5. The different types of tracks for soft obstacles.

not change the asymptotic size of the resulting graphs.
Track graph construction. For soft obstacles, an analogous construction of the track graph
is substantially more complicated than for hard obstacles. (This is in sharp contrast to the
rectilinear case). We obtain the track graph by applying the following rules inductively. See
Fig. 5 for an illustration of each rule.
1. We generate track lines for all terminals and all feasible orientations. But in contrast to
hard obstacles, a track does not end as soon as it hits an obstacle. It only ends at an
obstacle if the intersection of the track line with the obstacle exceeds the given length
restriction L. Hence, we distinguish between Steiner points which are endpoints of a track
due to a length restriction, called L-Steiner points, and all other Steiner points generated
as intersections of a track line and obstacles. The latter type of Steiner points will still be
called track-induced Steiner points.
2. Similarly, we introduce track lines through all edges of rectangular polygons. This yields
O(n) track lines and may cause O(n2 ) many track-induced Steiner points. This already
implies that the number of track-induced Steiner points will be one order of magnitude
larger than for hard obstacles.
3. Additional tracks are needed to make shortcuts when an obstacle causes a deviation due
to the length restriction L.
√
For each edge e = (p1 , p2 ) of an obstacle with
√ length `(e) > L/ 2 we do the following. At
the points q1 and q2 on e with distance L/ 2 from the corners p1 and p2 we respectively
generate tracks which have an angle of 45 and 135 degrees with e and run through the
obstacle but do not exceed the length restriction. This yields another O(n) track lines and
O(n2 ) track-induced Steiner points.
4. Next suppose that a track tr ends at a point p of an edge e of some obstacle due to the
length restriction and hits e with an angle of 45 degrees. If the edge f which is opposite
to e in such a rectangle has a distance not exceeding L from e, we let the track continue
inside the rectangle up to a certain point q. At q the track bends by an angle of 135 degrees
and continues until it hits edge f , say at r. The point q is chosen in such a way that length
of the two segments pq and qr together equals the length restriction L. Finally, at r a new
track parallel to tr is created. Note that tracks generated for this item do not increase the
asymptotic complexity.
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5. Now consider the following situation. A track tr enters an obstacle O at some point p on
edge a in an angle of 45 degrees and leaves the obstacle at some point q on an edge b of O
which is adjacent to a. Furthermore, we assume that the length of b exceeds L. Then we
start a new track tr2 at q which runs orthogonally to tr through the obstacle, provided
that `(tr2 ∩ O) < L (i.e., the intersection of tr2 with O does not exceed L; if equality
holds this track has already been inserted). As a track may cross many obstacles each
of which potentially induces a new track of the just described kind, and newly generated
tracks in turn may induce further tracks of this kind, we have to be careful not to generate
infinitely many new tracks. Therefore, the generation process is done in rounds for each
track generated in Items 1-4. In each round, we create a tree of new tracks, called track
tree. The root r of such a track tree is one of the tracks generated by Items 1-4. Every
induced new track is made an immediate successor of its inducing track. A round ends if
no new track is induced. To make each round finite, we add the following rule. Consider a
fixed round and suppose that we have generated in step i of this round a track tri from a
Steiner point on rectangle side e. If in a later step j > i we would have to insert a further
track trj from the very same rectangle side e due to Item 5 and this track would have track
tri as a predecessor in the track tree, such a track is not necessary. This is because in such
a scenario the generated tracks would form a full cycle around a rectangle, and clearly no
cycle can be in a shortest path. Hence, our rule is not to generate a further track in such
cases. By applying this rule, we have a finite number of tracks.
6. Suppose that a track tr ends at an obstacle O due to the length restriction and hits edge
√e
of O orthogonally at some point q. Moreover, suppose q has a distance of less than L/ 2
from some obstacle corner v on e. Then we add a segment and a new track to shortcut
the way around O (the latter only if its intersection with O does not exceed L). See again
Fig. 5. We handle such tracks as in the previous item.
This completes the construction of our track graph. In the same way as for hard obstacles
we can prove the correctness of this construction.
Lemma 3.1. The constructed track graph contains a shortest length-restricted path between
every pair of terminals.
Proof. For arbitrary terminals s and t choose a shortest octilinear path P which has the fewest
number k of inclusion-maximal segments which do not lie completely in the track graph (as the
track graph contains line segments, it is possible that parts of an inclusion-maximal segment
of a path lie in the track graph and other parts do not). We assume further that P is selected
in such a way that the total length of the segments not lying on the track graph is minimum.
If k = 0, the path is completely contained in the track graph and the lemma holds. So
assume k > 0. Hence, there is a an inclusion-maximal segment S which does not lie completely
on the track graph. Denote by v and w the endpoints of S. Clearly, neither v nor w are terminals
as all valid orientations through terminals are represented in the track graph. This implies that
S is adjacent to an inclusion-maximal segment S1 ⊂ P through v and an inclusion-maximal
segment S2 ⊂ P through w. We may assume that S is the first segment in the order of segments
from s to t on path P which does not lie on the track graph. Hence, at least one of the adjacent
segments belongs to the track graph, say S1 .
Now consider the possible angles between S1 and S and S2 and S, respectively. We first
note that neither of these angles can be 45◦ , as otherwise P would not be a shortest path in
4-geometry. Furthermore, if one of these angles is 90◦ , the meeting point of the corresponding
segments lies on a side a of the obstacle and the segments lie inside the obstacle as otherwise
P would not be a shortest path in 4-geometry. Moreover, such an angle can only occur if the
side a is longer than the length restriction L. Since S1 is in the track graph and so S would be
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S

S
S2

S2

S2
S2

S3

S3

Fig. 6. Two cases where we can reduce the number of segments which do not lie on the track graph.
S1
S
S2

Fig. 7. This figure shows a scenario where segment S belongs to the track graph.

also in the track graph due to Item 5 or 6 of the construction, the 90◦ angle must be between
S and S2 . If the segment S2 is contained in the track graph then again due to Item 5 or 6 in
the construction of the track graph, the segment S must be contained in the track graph, too.
So assume that both S and S2 are not contained in the track graph. Clearly the endpoints of
S2 are not terminals. Therefore, S2 is adjacent to another inclusion-maximal segment S3 which
must meet S2 at 135◦ . For both possible directions we can slide the segment S2 to the nearest
parallel edge of the track graph without violating any length restriction and resulting in a path
with one segment less which does not lie on the track graph. See also Fig. 6. This contradicts
the minimality of k.
The case that both angles have 135◦ and S1 and S2 have different orientations can only
occur if S1 and S2 both lie on the boundary of an obstacle. Since P is a shortest octilinear
path, the segment S must have length L and lies on an edge of the track graph by Item 3 of
the construction of the track graph. See Fig. 7. This contradicts that S is not an element of
the track graph.
The only remaining case is that both angles have 135◦ and S1 and S2 have the same
orientation. We now modify our path P without changing its length such that it either (1)
contains one segment less not lying in the track graph, or (2) reduces at least the total length
of segments of P which do not lie on the track graph.
Denote by u the second endpoint of S2 . We modify P by sliding segment S towards u until
it either hits an edge of the track graph parallel to S or u itself. See Fig. 8 for an illustration.
Each of the four obstacles A, B, C, D in this example potentially induce a track graph edge
parallel to S; obstacle A by Item 4, obstacle B by Item 3, and obstacles C and D by Item 2 of
the track graph construction.
Obviously, the modified path has the same length and the parts not lying on the track
graph have been reduced. Thus, we have a contradiction if we can show that the modified path
respects the length restriction.
We may assume that the path P does not bend more than once inside an obstacle (as we
can always bring the path into such a form without increasing its length inside any obstacle).
Suppose that v lies inside some obstacle O. Then the local configuration around v must
look like in one of the three possibilities shown in Fig. 9. In case (a), we can slide S towards the
dashed line without violating the length restriction by Item 4 of the track graph construction.
In case (b) or (c), either the modified path is length feasible, or the pointed line (which is then
part of the track graph by Item 3) can be used as a feasible alternative.
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C
S1
S

v

w
S2

B

u

A

D

Fig. 8. The segment S is slided to the dashed line. In this example, we assume that there is no track
edge parallel to S inside the parallelogram spanned by S and the dashed line.
S1

S1

S1
v

(a)

v

S

S

(b)

v

S

(c)

Fig. 9. Local configurations around v.

For all other obstacles which might be intersected with the path before or after the modification, no length violation can occur by our choice of how far we slide segment S (see once
more Fig. 8).
2
Approximate shortest paths. The track graph as described above may have exponential
size. With a smarter construction one can bound the size of the track graph by O(n 3 ) (but the
proof then becomes quite complicated). In this paper, we therefore prefer a simpler construction
which uses approximate shortest paths. For any integer k, we obtain (1 + k1 )–approximate
shortest paths. The idea is to leave out Items 5 and 6 of the track graph construction (which
are responsible for the blow up in the graph size). Instead, we insert k − 1 additional tracks for
each corner of an obstacle. These tracks “cut off” the corner and are placed in distance √j·L
2·k
from the corner for j = 1, . . . , k − 1. See Fig. 10.
This construction induces O(kn) many new tracks which are responsible for O(kn) new
track-induced Steiner points per obstacle. Next we apply the same sparsification technique
as for hard obstacles and make sure that every path in our graph is feasible with respect to
our length restriction. We do this in two steps. In the first step, we use the modified cut line
approach from Section 2 on the set of original vertices, terminals and all track-induced Steiner
points on the boundary of obstacles. In this step we treat all obstacles as hard obstacles (i.e.,
projection onto some cut line is only possible from some visible point). The overall number of
track-induced Steiner points is O(kn2 ). Hence, the sparsification technique outside obstacles
yields O(kn2 log(kn)) many vertices and edges.
In the second step, we add connections between vertices and Steiner points on the boundary
of obstacles. In the previous discussion we observed that we may have O(kn) many trackinduced Steiner points lying on the boundary of an obstacle O. Locally these Steiner points
can be regarded as terminals which have to be connected pairwise without violating the length
bound L.
Lemma 3.2. Let O be a rectilinear obstacle with t terminals on its boundary. Then we need
O(t2 ) many edges for a graph which has (1) to represent shortest paths between any pair of
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Fig. 10. The extra tracks inserted at a corner of some obstacle to approximate shortest paths (left).
Clearly, the “thick” path is only slightly longer than an approximation using one of the extra tracks
(right).

terminals respecting the length restriction L, and (2) does not contain any path exceeding the
length restriction L inside some obstacle.
Proof. For every pair of terminals, we add an edge if and only if their octilinear distance is less
or equal to L.
2
Thus, we can now apply Lemma 3.2 with t = O(kn) and get O(k 2 n2 ) edges inside a single
obstacle, for a total of O(k 2 n3 ) edges inside all obstacles.
It is easy to see that shortest paths between terminals in this modified graph will be at
most a factor of (1 + k1 ) longer than shortest paths.
Lemma 3.3. There is a graph for soft rectangular obstacles with O(kn 2 log(kn)) many vertices
and O(k 2 n3 ) many edges which contains a (1+ k1 )–approximative shortest path between any pair
of terminals for any integer k. Moreover, all paths in this graph respect the length restriction
L inside obstacles. The graph can be constructed in time proportional to its size.
Proof. The size of the graph follows directly from our explanations in the main section. It is
also clear that it can be constructed in the same time.
Thus it remains to prove the approximation guarantee. Denote the track graph according
to Item 1-6 by G1 . By Lemma 3.1, the constructed track graph contains a shortest lengthrestricted path between every pair of terminals. We analyze next the effect of inserting k − 1
additional tracks for each corner instead of applying Item 5 and 6 of the track graph construction. Denote the track graph after this modification by G2 . For two arbitrary terminals s and
t, consider a shortest length-restricted path P in G1 from s to t. We may assume that this
path P has the fewest number of bends among all shortest paths between s and t.
We embed this path in G2 as follows. All segments of P which are also in G2 remain
unchanged. All remaining segments are embedded successively. As long as the segments in
G2 are not connected, denote by S1 the last inclusion-maximal segment of P (in the given
orientation from s to t) which is also represented in G2 , and by S2 the first inclusion-maximal
segment not represented in G2 . Then, the common point of S1 and S2 must be a boundary
point p of some obstacle O, and S2 must lie on a track line introduced by Item 5 or 6. Let
P2 denote the subpath of P which starts at p with segment S2 and ends at a point q which is
chosen as follows. The point q is the first point on P when traversing the path from p towards
t where P enters an edge which also belongs to G2 or where it bends once more and enters
another track inserted by Item 5 or 6 in the track graph construction. (Clearly, such a q exists
since the last bending point before arriving at t is always a candidate.)
This subpath P2 is replaced by a sequence of track lines S10 , S20 , . . . , St0 in G2 which are
parallel to and at most a distance of a < √L2·k away from corresponding segments of P2 . These
segments are linked to the rest of P by at most two short segments of length a on the boundary
of obstacles as shown in Fig. 11. Note that the replacement exists, i.e., none of the necessary
track lines S10 , S20 , . . . , St0 is stopped because of a length violation inside some obstacle. This is
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Fig. 11. Approximation of a path in the track graph G1 . Parts of the original solid path not in G1 are
replaced by the dashed path which belongs to G2 .

true since the intersection of some Si0 with some obstacle cannot exceed the length restriction
L as otherwise either the corresponding segment of P would already have been infeasible or
some other track line would be nearer to P contradicting the choice of our replacement (the
right case in Fig. 11).
Suppose, we have to apply such a modification m times. In each case, the original path goes
through an obstacle O and the intersection of the path with the obstacle must be at least
√
`(P ∩ O) ≥ 2L,
as otherwise√
no track for Item 5 or 6 would have been inserted. Hence, the length of P is lower
bounded by 2Lm. The length of a is certainly smaller than the distance between two inserted
additional track lines, hence a ≤ √L2·k and `(S 0 ) ≤ `(S2 ) for each modified segment S 0 .
Thus the modified path P 0 satisfies
2Lm
`(P 0 ) ≤ `(P ) + √
2·k
`(P )
≤ `(P ) +
k
1
≤ (1 + ) · `(P ).
k
We finally note that the sparsification technique applied to G2 does not further change
path lengths. In the same way as we proved the correctness for the sparsification technique for
hard obstacles, one can show that the distance between any two track-induced Steiner points
remains unchanged by the sparsification. Details are left to the reader.
The final graph contains only paths which respect the length restriction inside obstacles
since we deleted for each obstacle O the whole subgraph of G2 with edges and vertices “inside”
O, and replaced these subgraphs by length-feasible direct connections between points on the
boundary.
2
As the obtained graph contains only length-feasible paths, we can apply Mehlhorn’s implementation of the minimum spanning tree heuristic to construct a Steiner tree. We finally
obtain:
Theorem 3.4. For any fixed k, we can find a (2 + k1 )-approximation of the octilinear Steiner
tree problem with soft rectangular obstacles in time O(n3 ).
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Fig. 12. An example of our instance class for which the analysis is tight. We show an octilinear Steiner
span
tree T (left) and a minimum spanning tree TOP
T based on shortest length-restricted paths.

We conclude this section by mentioning that our analysis is tight. It is possible to construct a
class of instances for which our approximation algorithm asymptotically achieves a performance
guarantee of 2.
Lemma 3.5. There is a class of instances for which the minimum spanning tree based approximation of the octilinear Steiner tree problem subject to soft rectangular obstacles asymptotically
achieves a performance guarantee of 2.
Proof. We construct a class of instances for the octilinear Steiner tree problem with soft obstacles as follows.
Let L be the parameter for the length restriction. We embed k = 2r terminals p1 , p2 , . . . , pk
to the following positions in the plane: p1 = (0, (L + 3)/2 − 1), p2i = (−rL, iL + 3i), p2i+1 =
(rL, iL + 3i) for i = 1, . . . , r − 1, and pk = (0, rL + 3r − (L + 3)/2 + 1). We add k − 4
rectangular obstacles O1 , O2 , . . . , Ok−4 . The left lower and the right upper corner of Oi are
denoted by lci and rci , respectively. There coordinates are given by lc2i−1 = (−2rL, iL+3i+1),
rc2i−1 = (−1, iL + 3i + L + 2), lc2i = (1, iL + 3i + 1), and rc2i = (2rL, iL + 3i + L + 2) for
i = 1, 2, . . . , r − 2. See also Fig. 12 for an illustration with r = 5.
The length of the feasible octilinear Steiner tree T as shown in Fig. 12 is given by
√
√
√
√
l(T ) = 2r2 L + (2 2 − 3)rL + (6 2 − 5)r + (2 − 3 2)L + 12 − 7 2.
span
The length of a minimum spanning tree TOP
T based on shortest length-restricted paths is
√
√
√
√
span
2
l(TOP
2)L + 10 − 2.
T ) = 4r L + ( 2 − 6)rL + (3 2 − 10)r + (2 −

As the optimum length-restricted Steiner tree TOP T is not longer then `(T ), we obtain
span
span
l(TOP
l(TOP
T)
T)
≥ lim
= 2.
r→∞
r→∞ l(TOP T )
l(T )

2 ≥ lim

Thus, we can conclude that the approximation guarantee is asymptotically tight.

4

2

Improved Approximation Guarantee

In this section we show how to construct a graph of polynomial size which contains a (1 + ε)approximation for the octilinear Steiner tree problem with soft rectangular obstacles. The
graph construction requires the following five steps:
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Step 1: The very first step is to compute an axis-parallel box which contains an optimal
Steiner tree. Everything outside such a box can then be safely ignored in the subsequent steps.
For the later analysis it is important that the side length b of this box can be bounded by a
constant times the length of an optimal Steiner tree Topt .
To achieve this goal, we can run the minimum spanning tree based approximation. Let
us assume that this approximation yields a tree of length `(TM ST ). Denote by BB(K) the
bounding box of the given terminal set, that is, the smallest axis-parallel rectangle which
includes all terminals. Let bb be the maximal side length of BB(K). Now we can define b :=
bb + 2`(TM ST ). Clearly, an axis-parallel box B of side length b centered at the barycenter of
BB(K) is large enough to contain an optimal Steiner tree. Since the minimum spanning tree
yields a 2-approximation and bb ≤ `(Topt ), we also have
b ≤ 5 · `(Topt ).

(1)

Step 2: We build a refinement of a Hanan-like grid graph restricted to the area of B. This
refinement is parameterized by some parameter k (to be determined later). More specifically,
we subdivide the boundary of box B equidistantly with k points into k + 1 segments and
add for each subdivision point additional lines in all four feasible orientations of the octilinear
geometry. To this set of lines we add lines through each terminal and each vertex of an obstacle
in all feasible directions. Let G be the graph induced by intersections of these lines restricted
to the area inside B (including the boundary of B).
Step 3: The resulting graph may allow subtrees inside obstacles which violate the length
restriction L. Therefore, we delete all nodes and edges which lie strictly inside some obstacle.
Step 4: Let t ∈ N be another parameter which will be chosen as a constant depending
on ε but independent from the given instance. For each obstacle O and for each subset S of at
most t vertices on the boundary of O compute an optimal Steiner tree for S which respects the
length restriction L inside O. We add each such Steiner tree to the current graph and identify
common boundary vertices. Since t is a constant, there is only a polynomial number of these
small Steiner tree instances and each of these trees can be computed in constant time as we
will show later.
Step 5: Finally, we want that our graph contains a feasible almost shortest octilinear path
between any pair of vertices on the boundary of obstacles. More specifically, we require that
these paths approximate the true shortest paths by a factor of 1 + 1/(k + 1). We can compute
these paths and their lengths by the methods from Section 3 and add them to the graph.
On the resulting graph G = G(k, t), parameterized by k and t, we can then solve the Steiner
tree problem for the given terminal set K.
The parameter t will be chosen as a constant and the parameter k = O(n). This immediately
implies that the constructed graph has polynomial size.
It remains to show that Step 4 can be done efficiently. Therefore, we have to show the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let S be a set of at most t terminals on the boundary of some rectangle O and L
be some length restriction inside O. If t is a constant, then the octilinear Steiner tree problem
for S with length restriction L can be solved in constant time.
The proof of this theorem requires some well-known properties concerning the structure of
optimal octilinear trees, see for example [LS96].
Property 4.2 ([LS96]). There exists an octilinear Steiner minimum tree Topt such that the
degree of any Steiner point is either three or four. There exists a Steiner minimum tree such
that every degree-4 Steiner point is adjacent to four terminals which form a cross (i.e., all four
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auxiliary terminals

Fig. 13. In this example, the unrestricted optimal Steiner tree is shown on the left, whereas the optimal
solution subject to a length restriction is shown on the right.

angles around a degree-4 Steiner point are π2 ). Furthermore, the three angles around a degree-3
3π
Steiner point of Topt are π2 , 3π
4 , 4 (in some order).
The topology of a Steiner tree merely refers to the graph structure, i.e., it includes the
terminals and Steiner points as vertices and specifies the connections between these vertices as
edges. However, the topology does not include the geometric embedding in the plane.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. For a given set S of terminals we first compute an optimal octilinear
Steiner tree without considering the length restriction L.
To this end, we simply enumerate over all possible tree topologies and finally take the
shortest tree. Since every tree can be decomposed into its full components, we restrict our
attention only to full trees. By Property 4.2 the possible tree topologies are restricted. Their
number is obviously finite. Brazil et al. [BTWZ02] have shown that, for each given topology
one can construct a Steiner minimum tree (that means find an optimal embedding) in linear
time in t.
If the optimum tree for S also satisfies the length restriction L, we are done. However, if
this tree exceeds the length restriction and is therefore infeasible, we need some more work.
In such a case, the optimal feasible tree is composed by one or more full trees of exactly
length L inside the obstacle O and some segments on its boundary which connect the full tree
with the given terminals. See Fig. 13 for a small example.
The precise position of the full tree can be computed by linear programming. Again we
restrict our attention to the case of a single full component inside O.
An octilinear (L, k)-tree in a rectangular obstacle O is a full Steiner tree of length L with
k terminals which are located on the obstacle’s boundary.
Assume that S = {t(1) , t(2) , . . . , t(k) } are the given terminals, for k ≤ t. For each given
terminal t(i) , we associate an auxiliary terminal t0(i) (this mapping is, in general, not injective.
Two given terminals may be mapped to the same auxiliary terminal). These auxiliary terminals
shall be the terminals of an (L, k)–tree. The coordinates of these auxiliary terminals have to
be determined so as to minimize the segment lengths on the boundary.
Let us fix the tree topology including the orientation of its edges of an (L, k)–tree. We also
fix the counterclockwise order of given terminals and auxiliary terminals around the boundary
of O and their assignment to the four rectangle sides of the obstacle O.
Our objective is to minimize the overall length of the segments connecting the auxiliary ter(i)
(i)
minals with the given terminals. This is a linear function in the unknown coordinates t0 x , t0 y
(for 1 ≤ i ≤ k) subject to several linear side constraints. Assume that the origin of our coordinate system is the left bottom corner of the rectangle O.
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We require that
– for a rectangular obstacle of dimension a × b, all vertical coordinates are in the range [0, a]
and all horizontal coordinates are in the range [0, b].
– The length of the full Steiner tree is exactly L. The length of an (L, k)–tree T can be
expressed as a function of the coordinates of its terminals and Steiner points. Let us consider
all tree edges e = (u, v) as directed edges, namely horizontal edges as directed from left to
right, all vertical edges directed from top to bottom and all diagonals from left to right.
Then we obtain the linear equality
X
X
X
X
||e|| =
L≡
||e|| +
||e|| +
||e||
e∈E(T )

=

X
e=(u,v)∈E(T )
vertical

(ux − vx ) +

e∈E(T )
vertical

X
e=(u,v)∈E(T )
horizontal

e∈E(T )
horizontal

(vy − uy ) +

e∈E(T )
diagonal

√
2·

X
e=(u,v)∈E(T )
vertical

(vy − uy ).

– All tree edges have nonnegative length. This gives one linear inequality for the coordinates
of each edge.
– The distance between pairs of auxiliary terminals on opposite sides of the tree must be
exactly the corresponding side length of the rectangle. For each such pair we obtain a linear
equality.
– The given ordering of auxiliary terminals and terminals is not violated. This gives one or
two additional linear inequalities per auxiliary terminal.
Hence, finding an optimal embedding of an (L, k)–tree for a fixed topology amounts to
solving a linear programming problem of constant dimension. As these can be solved in constant
time, our lemma follows by enumerating over all possible tree topologies.
2
4.1

Analysis of the Approximation

For the analysis, we fix some optimal Steiner tree Topt . To bound the approximation achieved
by our graph G, we partition Topt into several parts which are analyzed independently. To
this end we define how to cover a Steiner tree T by a set of axis-parallel rectangles. This set
R = R1 ∪ R2 is obtained as follows. Denote by R1 the set of obstacles which include at least
one Steiner point of Topt in its interior. For each Steiner point s of T not covered by an obstacle,
the set R2 contains a smallest rectangle including s with horizontal and vertical edges from G.
In the degenerate case that s lies on a vertex or an edge of G we add no rectangle. We also add
a smallest enclosing rectangle for each point p where an edge of T bends. Degenerate cases are
handled as with Steiner points. For each straight-line segment of T not covered by previous
rectangles we independently add to R2 a smallest enclosing rectangle bounded by vertical
and horizontal edges from G. Thus, we finally have the following partition of the Steiner tree:
T = ∪R∈R (T ∩ R).
The constructed graph G contains an approximative tree Tapp which we obtain as follows.
The general idea is to replace portions of the optimal tree by trees contained in G. From the
union of all these trees we eliminate in a postprocessing step the longest edge of each cycle
which may occur and all leaves and incident edges of the resulting tree which are not terminals.
Replacing portions covered by R1 . Let TR be some inclusion-maximal connected component of Topt which lies strictly inside R ∈ R1 except for a finite set of points on the boundary
of R. Denote by KR this set of boundary points of TR .
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In our graph G, the boundary of each obstacle within the box B has been discretized. For
any point p on the boundary there is a point in the discretized set with distance at most
∆≤

b
5 · `(Topt )
≤
k+1
k+1

(2)

0
units from p. Denote by KR
the set of vertices in G such that for every point in KR there is
0
0
satisfies
one in KR with distance at most ∆. Then, an optimal Steiner tree TR0 for the set KR

`(TR0 ) ≤ `(TR ) + |KR | · ∆.
0
If |KR
| > t, the tree TR0 may not be contained in G. However, since we have included in G
optimal trees for any t-element subset of boundary vertices, we have an approximation by
t-restricted Steiner trees available.
The exact approximation ratio of t-restricted Steiner trees under the octilinear metric and
length restrictions has not yet been determined. However, this ratio cannot be worse than
the ratio for t-restricted Steiner trees in graphs. For the latter, it is known that the ratio
r
+`
for t = 2r + ` [BD95]. Obviously, rt ≥ 1 is monotonously decreasing and
is rt = (r+1)2
r2r +`
converges to 1 for large t. Hence, we may choose t such that rt − 1 ≤ 2ε for any given ε > 0.
For each R ∈ R1 we have

`(Tapp ∩ R) − `(Topt ∩ R) ≤ (rt − 1) · `(Topt ∩ R) + rt · |KR | · ∆.

P
Since R∈R1 |KR | ≤ 3n − 6 (as we have at most n − 2 rectangles in R1 and each Steiner point
has 3 incident edges which may contribute to some KR ) and clearly rt ≤ 2, we obtain by (2)
X

R∈R1

(`(Tapp ∩ R) − `(Topt ∩ R)) ≤

10(3n − 6)
ε
· `(Topt ) +
· `(Topt ).
2
k+1

Replacing portions covered by R2 . For rectangles in R2 the following technical lemma
was shown in [MS05].
Lemma 4.3 ([MS05]). For each R ∈ R2 , the following bound holds:
`(Tapp ∩ R) − `(T ∩ R) ≤ (4 −

√

2)

b
.
k+1

In the presence of (soft) obstacles, edges between terminals and/or Steiner points may be
forced to bend several times. Hence, in general, an edge e = (p, q) consists of a certain number
of straight line segments, say s1 , s2 , . . . sw−1 , sw , and hits a number of obstacles. Let p1 be the
first common point of such an edge with some obstacle and p2 be the last, respectively. Denote
by p01 and p02 the nearest points in our graph G belonging to the same obstacle as p1 and p2 ,
respectively. Since we have an almost shortest path between p01 and p02 in our graph (by step
5 of the graph construction), the path from p1 to p2 can be approximated by taking two short
segments of length at most ∆ on the boundary of the first and last obstacle plus this almost
shortest path. Thus, this path is at most 2∆ + `(Topt )/(k + 1) ≤ 11`(Topt )/(k + 1) longer than
the corresponding one in Topt . The very first segment s1 and the one or two last segments sw−1
and sw plus the possible corner point between sw−1 and sw are covered by up to four rectangles
from R2 . Hence by Lemma 4.3, the total error contributed by a single edge e is upper bounded
by
√
11`(Topt )
71`(Topt )
b
+
≤
.
4 · (4 − 2)
k+1
k+1
k+1
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As there are at most 2n − 3 edges in total, the overall error contributed by edges which are
71(2n−3)`(Topt )
. There are at most n−2 Steiner
covered by rectangles in R2 is upper bounded by
k+1
points covered by rectangles in R2 . These may contribute an additional error of
Summing up, the total error can be bounded by
`(Tapp ) − `(Topt ) ≤

15(n−2)`(Topt )
.
k+1

10(3n − 6)
71(2n − 3)`(Topt ) 15(n − 2)`(Topt )
ε
`(Topt ) +
`(Topt ) +
+
,
2
k+1
k+1
k+1

which simplifies to
`(Tapp ) − `(Topt ) ≤

ε
(187n − 303) · `(Topt )
`(Topt ) +
.
2
k+1

e, our graph contains a (1+ε)–approximation and has polynomial
If we choose k := d 2·(187n−303)
ε
size. Thus, we have shown the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4. Let α denote the approximation guarantee for an algorithm solving the Steiner
tree problem in graphs. Given a terminal set K, a set of rectangular soft obstacles O with length
restriction L, and some ε > 0, there is an (α + ε)-approximation of the octilinear Steiner tree
problem with length restriction L inside obstacles.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have studied approximation algorithms for the octilinear Steiner tree problem
in the presence of hard and soft obstacles.
We have shown how to construct relatively small graphs which are guaranteed to contain shortest paths between any pair of terminals. This construction leads to efficient 2approximations by means of the minimum spanning tree heuristic.
Less practical, but of theoretical importance is our main result. Namely, the best approximation bound we can prove comes arbitrarily close to the best available approximation algorithm
for the Steiner tree problem in graphs which achieves an approximation guarantee of α = 1.55.
Our asymptotically best approximations of the octilinear Steiner tree problem uses trestricted Steiner trees. To achieve a polynomial running time, it was sufficient that the trestricted Steiner ratio converges to 1 for large t. However, the convergence rate for the Steiner
ratio in general graphs (which we used) is very slow. We conjecture that the true convergence
should be much faster. For comparison, we note that the t-restricted Steiner ratio in the rec2t
tilinear plane is 2t−1
for t ≥ 4 [BR94,BDGW98]. Hence, it is an interesting open problem to
find tighter or even exact bounds on the t-restricted Steiner ratio for octilinear Steiner trees.
As a major challenge it remains to find and to analyze an approximation algorithm for the
octilinear Steiner tree problem subject to obstacles which beats the approximation bound α
for the Steiner tree problem in general graphs.
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